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How universal is life? It has been determined in the
laboratory that many of the key building blocks of life
can be formed photochemically [1,2]. At the same
time, the part of almost every exoplanet system that we
understand best is the star. Going beyond whether life
can survive on a particular rocky planet, we explore
whether life could originate on a rocky planet within
the liquid water habitable zone by comparing the labo-
ratory photochemistry (‘light chemistry’), which is per-
formed under the light of a mercury lamp, to the ultra-
violet (UV) spectra of various stars [3]. The laboratory
chemistry begins with hydrogen cyanide, water, and an
anionic source of solvated electrons [1]. We then mea-
sure the rate of bimolecular reactions of the hydrogen
cyanide and the anions in the absence of the UV light
(‘dark chemistry’), which lead to inert adducts and not
to prebiotic species. The competition between the light
and dark chemistry is dependent on the UV spectrum
of the star. We find that quiescent emission from main
sequence stars hotter than K5 (4400 K) provide enough
UV flux for the light chemistry to win out over the
dark chemistry. Life cannot originate photochemically
on planets around quiet stars cooler than 4400 K. We
also find that very active stars may be able to drive the
formation of prebiotic species with their flares. So it
may turn out that, especially for ultracool stars, exo-
planets around active stars would be better targets for
the search for life than planets around quiet stars.
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